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Intelligent, Touch Screen
Fire Alarm Panels

Its unobtrusive appearance sits perfectly in
design-led apartment buildings, prestigious hotels
and high-end ofﬁce buildings. With a slick black or
white exterior, and customisable backlit LED
lighting, the Toccare® range is without doubt the
sleekest, most innovative ﬁre alarm panel range
available in the ﬁre industry today.
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Compatible with both wired and wireless detection
or a hybrid mix of both and the ability to facilitate
up to 240 addressable devices per loop, the
powerful Toccare® Fire Alarm Panel is an
intelligent choice for any large, upscale building
requiring an aesthetic yet robust, accomplished
ﬁre safety system.

Why Customers Love This Panel
Adaptive Design
Clean, non-imposing appearance to
ﬁt seamlessly with the building’s
interior design.

Custom Lighting
Fully customisable LED backlights
to match seamlessly with the decor.

Touchscreen

End-User Access

A responsive touchscreen
with an easy-to-use interface.

The end-user can access details
such as events, alarms, faults and
more, with the use of their own ﬁve
digit password, different to the
engineer’s access code.

Variety of Languages
A vast number of characters
and symbols, up to 11 languages.

Flush Mounting
To further enhance the aesthetics,
a recess bezel is available.

Why Engineers Love This Panel
Brand Identity
Your own full colour, high deﬁnition
logo can be implemented into the
ﬁre panel display.

Substantial Capability
With the Lite panel accommodating
up to 120 devices, the Mini up to 240
devices and the main Toccare panel
up to 2160 devices across 9 loops,
Toccare suits all system sizes.

Engineer’s Dream
Auto programming of the panel’s
loop devices can be completed
with as little as four touches.

Cloud Programming
The panel can be programmed
from a computer, details can be
viewed remotely - allowing for
easier technical support.

Expandability
For easier management on a
large scale ﬁre system, up to
128 panels can be connected
to a fault tolerant network.

Local Programming
Fully conﬁgurable and
programmable, including
cause and effects, via the
panel’s touch screen.
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Toccare Intelligent
Fire Alarm Control
The Toccare® Touch Screen Panel is one of the slickest
ﬁre alarm panels on the market. Its clean, minimalistic
design aesthetic combined with innovative features and
functionality makes it ideal for architects, prestigious
buildings and high-end sites where presentation is key.
The end-user can access details such as events, alarms,
faults and more, with the use of their own ﬁve digit
password, different to the engineer’s access code.

Expandable up to 9 loops, with up to
240 devices per loop.
Connect up to 128 panels on a network
loop to manage huge systems with
more than 250,000 devices.
Up to 192 logic detection areas and
96 logic functions for cause and
effect programming.
56 zone LEDs as standard for the
UK and Ireland
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Toccare Mini Intelligent Fire
Alarm Control Panel

The Toccare Touch Screen Mini Panel is the Toccare panel’s
smaller brother. It comes in a compact, convenient package,
creating an attractive look that still includes excellent features.
With its clean, minimalistic design, it ﬁts seamlessly into any
building where aesthetic compatibility is key. The Mini Panel is
fully compatible with both wired and wireless devices.

• A dedicated single loop with the capability to
connect up to 240 addressable devices
• The Mini Panel offers up to 15 repeater panels,
enabling you to access the functions of the panel
from remote locations
• Fully networkable – 128 nodes
• The Mini Panel offers 16 zone LEDs
• Local programming or cloud-based conﬁguration

Toccare Lite 120 Device
Intelligent Fire Alarm
Control Panel

This ﬁre alarm control panel comes in a smaller package, yet
still delivers reliable usage for the end-user. With a clean and
more minimal design than most ﬁre alarm control panels it ﬁts
into any building and offers aesthetics you will be proud to
show off. The Lite 120 Device panel is fully compatible with
both wired and wireless systems.

• A dedicated single loop with the capability to
connect up to 120 addressable devices
• Budget option of the Mini panel
• Not networkable
• The Lite Panel offers 16 zone LEDs

Toccare Repeater Fire Alarm
Control Panel

The Toccare Repeater panel is an aesthetically
pleasing device that repeats information from the
main control panel.
Being touch screen, Toccare is sure to
complement the design of hotel lobbies, prestige
homes and other modern environments.
LEDs surround the touchscreen display, which
can act as a mood light for many interior spaces.
A compact design that meets the compromise
between aesthetics and ﬁre safety!

• Connect up to 15 repeater panels per system
panel, enabling you to access the functions of the
panel from remote locations.
• Wall or flush mounted to suit your client’s site.
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The
As a Eurotech Advantage
Partner you will beneﬁt from:

Free lifetime equipment warranty
Free wireless programming

Special periodic offers
on equipment

Free site surveying

Preferential pricing on delivery
and returns

Free site support allowance

Preferential access to:

Free panel branding options

Design support, panel programming and
commissioning, drawing and schematics

Joint marketing and promotions
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enquiry@eurotechﬁre.com
+44 (0) 203 141 0999
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We chose the Toccare panel for our
client as it’s visually pleasing
compared to other panels on the
market and suited the premises
where it was required. My client was
very impressed with the look of the
panel and how simple it was to use.
Dan Jackson
Managing Director, New Terra Compliance
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